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Summary:
● Goal: Evaluate grammaticality and syntactic 

properties of seq2seq output.
● Key idea: Train a seq2seq model on examples where 

the output sequence is in an HPSG. Observe output 
with respect to the same grammar.

● Advantages: (1) The HPSG grammar is 
language-like. (2) Directly evaluates sequences 
produced in practice. (3) HPSG gives detailed 
analyses of syntactic constructions.

The English Resource Grammar (ERG)

Figure 1. A test set 
source reference pair 
and the seq2seq NMT 
translation.

Parse NMT output with 
ERG. Record parse- 
ability. If parseable, 
record best ERG deriv- 
ation.

● The ERG is an HPSG, a highly lexicalized constraint 
based linguistic formalism. 

● It is a rule-based grammar with 35K lexical entries 
and 250 syntactic rules. Parses 85% of Wikipedia.

● Train a vanilla seq2seq to translate FR➝EN, where 
the reference sentence is in the ERG.

Parseability

Grammaticality

Table 1. Parseability by root condition.

● 93.2% is ERG-parseable.
● Among the unparseable 

7%, only 45% cases have 
search space exhausted.

Table 2. Correlation of parseability 
with various statistics.

Rule Statistics & Discriminative Analysis

Qualitative Analysis

Future Directions● Correlations for the 
binary parseability 
variable (+1 parseable).

● NMT LP scores have 
highest correlation.

● NMT LP correlation 
only slightly higher than 
unigram.

● Human grammaticality 
judgments of 100 cases 
that are exhaustively 
unparseable (3.2% of 
total test set).

● Restricted to length < 10.

100 samples
  60 ungrammatical
    5 ungrammatical - subject verb agreement
    5 ungrammatical - determiner noun agrm
    1 ungrammatical - both agreement errors
  30 grammatical
  5 excluded

● Ablating training data to observe whether some synt- 
actic constructions can be learned without supervision.

● Correlating differences in syntactic and semantic 
representation with human judgments.

● Presenter is currently applying to PhD programs with 
an interest in parsing + language generation.

Table 3. The most discriminatory syntactic rule usages between reference and 
NMT derivations, ranked by a logistic regression with sparsity penalty.

Figure 1. Rule usage counts of the reference 
and grammatical NMT translations.

Figure 2. Ratio of each rule count in gram- 
matical NMT translations to reference by rank.

● cl-cl_runon
● Discriminates towards 

reference translations.
● np_frg
● Discriminates towards 

NMT translations.
● NMT translates more literally of French source; human 

translations of syntactic rules are not as faithful.

● Sample those sentences where reference or NMT 
translation uses a rule but the other translation does not.


